Young Audubon

Jean-Jacques Audubon did not become the internationally celebrated John James Audubon of The Birds of America overnight. Indeed, his early life was harrowing, and his progress as an artist labored and fitful.

As it happens, Harvard's collections contain some of his earliest works as a naturalist: 116 drawings held in Houghton Library and the Museum of Comparative Zoology (MCZ). Harvard University Press has just published them, in large format and full color for the first time, as Audubon: Early Drawings ($125). The works are also available online through the University Library's archival search system (search for "Audubon" at http://oasis.harvard.edu).

Explaining the collection's provenance in the foreword, Leslie A. Morris, Houghton's curator of modern books and manuscripts, highlights Audubon's use of watercolor and then pastels, and his evolution from "traditional ornithological presentation, depicting the bird in profile and with little or no background" toward the prized "naturalistic style." Among examples of the former, Scott V. Edwards cites renderings of a black-bellied plover and a hawfinch, with the "telltale shift in perspective between body and tail (body viewed from the side, tail from the top)," that gradually give way to "more dynamic and lifelike poses" such as those of a gray catbird.

Edwards, who is professor of organismic and evolutionary biology and curator of ornithology in the MCZ (see "Harvard Portrait," July-August 2004, page 56) contributes an engaging essay on "Audubon the Scientist," with an almost wistful review of his use of sources spanning prior centuries—in contrast to modern science, when most papers "become irrelevant after a few years." Edwards also points out the quality of Audubon's field notes and documentation, and even the value of his work for documenting over time both vast habitat change (as America was de- and reforested) and the rapidity of avian evolution.


Thus the one volume encompasses the allurements of collecting, of science old and new, and of biography. The new perspectives on Audubon's development will likely add to a fundamental passion that, as Morris notes, the artist himself described thus:

"The study of ornithology must be a journey of pleasure. Each step must present to the traveler's view objects that are eminently interesting, varied in their appearance, and attracting to such a degree, as to excite in each individual thus happily employed the desire of knowing all respecting all he sees."

The Liberal Art of Engineering

The 10-year tenure of Venkatesh Narayananmurti, dean of the School of Engineering and Applied Sciences (SEAS), will end in September—most likely with the appointment of an interim successor—but Venky, as he is known, plans to remain actively involved in shaping a new curriculum and new pedagogical approaches in science.

More broadly, he hopes to participate in a redefinition of "liberal-arts education" in which engineering would appear. SEAS already plays an important part in linking schools and disciplines to each other and to undergraduate education, a role exemplified in the University's plans to establish a major presence in the field of bioengineering. As Harvard recruits a dean to succeed him, Venky hopes the University will demonstrate its commitment to the field by constructing a signature building in Allston dedicated to the engineering sciences. In the past, Harvard has allowed exemplary efforts in engineering to founder (Venky cites, for example, development of the Mark 1 computer, and expertise in water resources). Today, in a world in which science and technology have come to play an increasingly central role in the dissemination and application of knowledge, Harvard's leadership in higher education is more closely linked than ever, Venky believes, to the fate of SEAS.

One of the primary challenges facing the school—Venky calls it "a strength and a weakness"—is the breadth of activities in which SEAS is involved, ranging from...
applied mathematics and applied physics to computer science and electrical, biological, chemical, and other engineering disciplines. Schools and centers from throughout Harvard are eager to work closely with SEAS; already, the school is linked in many ways to the Faculty of Arts and Sciences (of which it is technically part) and administers a doctoral program with the Business School in science, technology, and management. In view are joint appointments with the School of Public Health, collaborations with the Law School on issues of privacy and security raised by new technologies, and with the Medical School in bioengineering. In part to facilitate such collaborations, to enhance its role as a “linking” school, and to strengthen the University as a whole, SEAS plans to grow by adding 10 positions in bioengineering and others in energy technologies, nanotechnologies, sustainability, and information science.

Closest to fruition is the joint program in bioengineering, which a University report, released in July, called “the natural next step in the intellectual development of biology, medicine, and engineering...” (see “On the University’s Agenda,” July-August 2008, page 61). Bioengineering plans include the creation of undergraduate and graduate curricula and the establishment of a “flagship” research institute in biologically inspired engineering to be housed in the first Allston science building. (Bioengineering is now offered to undergraduates as a subfield within engineering science. The explosion of student interest is reminiscent, Venky says, of that for computer science a generation ago.)

Citing two of the greatest challenges of the twenty-first century—promoting human and planetary health—the July report emphasized that “the future presents unprecedented opportunities in bioengineering, which could lead to enormous advances of potential societal and economic value,” and recommended that Harvard begin an international search this September for the director for a Harvard University Bioengineering (HUB) program. By next September, Harvard will have established a Ph.D. program and begun recruiting faculty members for fall 2010, coincident with the launch of an undergraduate curriculum and the enrollment of the first class of doctoral candidates. (Although this schedule likely turns on the hiring of a new SEAS dean, possibly delaying its implementation, Venky considers it appropriate that a final resolution await his successor: “Who knows? That person might be a bioengineer.”)

Meanwhile, he will focus on curricular reform. “I believe that the liberal-arts education of the twenty-first century has to be different,” he says, noting that information is no longer centered in Widener Library. “The library made Harvard—we have always had the rarest things, the best repository of knowledge, [but] information now is digital, it is on the Web. Widener Library is very valuable, but it is almost a museum.” Social scientists, even humanists, have to understand and appreciate technology. Areas like economics and government are much more quantitative and data intensive, he points out. Engineers and computer scientists, on the other hand, must be aware of the societal consequences of what they do and the societal problems to be solved.

Even the definition of a broadly educated person must evolve with the changing times, Venky says: “You no longer have a liberal-arts education unless you have some feeling for technology.” After a sabbatical, he expects to help develop an undergraduate curriculum that reflects this view. Within the sciences, it is sure to include more experiential, hands-on learning. There may also be changes in the sequence of courses within engineering disciplines, which traditionally start with tough “rite of passage” classes. Venky believes that introducing the joys of engineering early on will help attract and retain a broader range of students—all the more important because attrition among engineering students is a nationwide problem even as engineering skills have become more necessary than ever.

Harvard, Venky says, needs to attract a dean with vision by constructing a signature campus with SEAS as one of the pillars—a statement that says Harvard is serious about science and engineering.

Shanghai Central

Harvard on July 1 opened the newest in an expanding network of international offices, in Shanghai, and is scheduled to launch another this autumn, in Beijing. The outpost is intended to support faculty and student research, internships, admissions, collaboration with local universities, and alumni relations. The official opening came three months after a pan-Asian Harvard Alumni Association conference in Shanghai, keynoted by President Drew Faust, a tangible sign of the University’s large and growing involvement in the People’s Republic and east Asia (see “Connecting with China,” May-June, page 67).

The office (www.fas.harvard.edu/~hcf/chinaoffice.html) was inaugurated in a joint visit by Harvard Business School (HBS) dean Jay O. Light and historian William C. Kirby, who is Chang professor of China studies, Spangler Family professor of business administration, director of the Fairbank Center for East Asian Research—the locus for much of the Univer-
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